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Abstract—Avatars, as promising digital assistants in Vehicular
Metaverses, can enable drivers and passengers to immerse in
3D virtual spaces, serving as a practical emerging example of
Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) in intelligent vehicular
environments. The immersive experience is achieved through
seamless human-avatar interaction, e.g., augmented reality navi-
gation, which requires intensive resources that are inefficient and
impractical to process on intelligent vehicles locally. Fortunately,
offloading avatar tasks to RoadSide Units (RSUs) or cloud servers
for remote execution can effectively reduce resource consumption.
However, the high mobility of vehicles, the dynamic workload of
RSUs, and the heterogeneity of RSUs pose novel challenges to
making avatar migration decisions. To address these challenges,
in this paper, we propose a dynamic migration framework for
avatar tasks based on real-time trajectory prediction and Multi-
Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning (MADRL). Specifically, we
propose a model to predict the future trajectories of intelligent
vehicles based on their historical data, indicating the future
workloads of RSUs.Based on the expected workloads of RSUs,
we formulate the avatar task migration problem as a long-term
mixed integer programming problem. To tackle this problem
efficiently, the problem is transformed into a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and solved by multiple
DRL agents with hybrid continuous and discrete actions in
decentralized. Numerical results demonstrate that our proposed
algorithm can effectively reduce the latency of executing avatar
tasks by around 25% without prediction and 30% with prediction
and enhance user immersive experiences in the AIoT-enabled
Vehicular Metaverse (AeVeM).

Index Terms—Metaverses, avatar, service migration, trajectory
prediction, multi-agent deep reinforcement learning, Artificial
Intelligence of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivations

METAVERSES, as the immersive 3D Internet, is expe-
riencing rapid development by providing immersive

experiences to users through advanced technologies such
as Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Digital
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Twin (DT), and Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT) [1].
Vehicular Metaverses [2], as a new paradigm of intelligent
transportation systems, aims to provide immersive virtual-
physical interaction for drivers and passengers in a 3D virtual
world through AIoT-enabled intelligent vehicles. Avatars, as
crucial components of AeVeM, can serve as virtual assistants
that can provide immersive, personalized, and customized
interactive experiences for drivers and passengers.

Emerging vehicular avatar services, e.g., AR navigation,
tourist guides, and 3D entertainment games [3], require inten-
sive computing and storage resources to perform high-quality,
low-latency avatar tasks that provide drivers and passengers
immersive experiences. AIoT, as a key enabler, plays a critical
role in integrating intelligent vehicles with various IoT devices,
cloud computing resources, and advanced AI algorithms, to
enhance the overall system efficiency [4]. Performing these
tasks locally in intelligent vehicles with limited resources is
usually inefficient and impractical [5], [6]. As an alternative
solution, intelligent vehicles can upload avatar tasks to RSUs
or cloud servers for real-time execution with low transmission
latency [7]. Nevertheless, due to the high mobility of intel-
ligent vehicles, the latency of offloading between intelligent
vehicles and RSUs is changing dramatically. Specifically,
when the distance between intelligent vehicles and RSUs is
far, the communication latency becomes unacceptable, thus the
continuity of the avatar service cannot be guaranteed [8]. To
maintain seamless high-quality avatar services, avatars need to
be migrated online according to the movement of intelligent
vehicles, leveraging the power of AIoT to optimize resource
allocation and enhance user experiences [9].

Empowered by the prediction of future routes of intelli-
gent vehicles, avatar pre-migration refers to the migration of
avatar tasks to the next RSU for pre-processing before the
intelligent vehicles enter the coverage of current RSUs [10].
The pre-migration can reduce the break-in-present of avatar
services. However, due to the nature of the high mobility
of intelligent vehicles, it is necessary to ensure the pre-
migration of avatar tasks to RSUs with limited resources [11]
and unpredictable workloads to reduce communication latency
and waiting latency simultaneously without degrading the
quality of immersion. For vehicular avatar task migration, the
challenges primarily revolve as follows.

• Resource-intensive avatar tasks: As the interactive
avatar tasks require intensive resources for real-time
reasoning and high-fidelity rendering [12], the availability
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of RSU computing resources in different locations of
different regions might affect the completion of avatar
tasks. Therefore, designing the optimal migration strategy
for avatar tasks is crucial for minimizing latency.

• Dynamic RSU workload: Dynamic variations in the
topology of intelligent vehicle networks pose a challenge
for predicting future RSU resource requirements. Inap-
propriate pre-migration decisions that do not take into
account future RSU workloads can result in increased
computational delays and reduced performance of avatar
services, ultimately affecting user immersion. Therefore,
pre-migration of avatar tasks to available RSUs based on
future RSU workload can reduce service latency and pro-
vision online pre-migration for immersive experiences.

• Non-uniform RSU deployment: The density of RSUs
is uneven in different areas. In particular, the traffic of
intelligent vehicles is high in urban areas, while it is
low in remote areas, resulting in heterogeneous and non-
uniform RSU deployment. Therefore, it is challenging to
make adaptive decisions on which RSU to migrate and
pre-migrate in advance.

B. Solutions and Contributions

To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose a
dynamic avatar task migration framework to migrate avatars
for seamless immersive experiences of users in AeVeM. To
address the challenges posed by the high mobility of intel-
ligent vehicles and the non-uniform deployment of RSUs,
we first propose a prediction model based on Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) [13] to output the future trajectories
of intelligent vehicles. Specifically, historical trajectories of
intelligent vehicles are input into the LSTM model for obtain-
ing future routes of intelligent vehicles. Then, future routes
of intelligent vehicles are further leveraged to predict the
future locations of intelligent vehicles under the coverage of
RSUs. Therefore, future workloads of RSUs can be estimated
accurately. By accurately predicting the future workloads of
RSUs, intelligent vehicles can proactively migrate to RSUs
with lower workloads, leading to reduced system latency and
improved performance.

In literature, existing work has shown that the avatar mi-
gration problem is a mixed-integer programming problem [14]
that is NP-hard and cannot be solved in a reasonable time using
conventional algorithms. Moreover, the available resources of
RSUs vary over time, and the migration decisions of different
intelligent vehicles affect each other. To solve this problem,
the problem is transformed into a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process. Fortunately, Multi-Agent Deep Reinforce-
ment Learning (MADRL) [15] provides a feasible solution to
the above problem. Accordingly, agents can learn strategies
directly from interactions in high-dimensional environments
and are often used in dynamic decision-making scenarios
that maximize long-term returns [16], [17]. Therefore, in our
proposed framework, we propose a MADRL-based algorithm
to solve the task migration problem of avatars in AeVeM.
By utilizing MADRL, our algorithm enables the avatars to
learn and adapt their migration decisions based on the location

of vehicles and available resources of RSUs that may vary
over time. Furthermore, the migration decisions of different
intelligent vehicles can influence each other, and MADRL
allows for coordination and collaboration among multiple
agents to achieve optimal migration strategies.

In contrast to MADRL with only one type of action
space, MADRL with mixed action spaces can equip the agent
with the appropriate type of decision space according to
the properties of the control object, enabling more accurate
decisions. There have been some works [18]–[20] that focused
on investigating DRL with hybrid continuous and discrete
action spaces to solve the resource allocation problem and
achieved better results than DRL with a single type of action
space. Inspired by these works, we propose a MAPPO-based
scheme with hybrid action spaces, i.e., Hybrid-MAPPO, for
the non-uniform RSU deployment and the resource-intensive
avatar tasks. Hybrid-MAPPO allows each intelligent vehicle
to execute the target pre-migrated RSU and the pre-migrated
portion of the avatar task, which can further reduce the latency
of avatar services.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

• To provide users with an immersive experience of avatar
services, we propose a novel framework for avatar task
migration that takes into account the dynamic workload
of RSUs, the heterogeneous deployment of RSUs, and
the resource-intensive avatar task.

• In contrast to conventional LSTM prediction models
that do not take into account the RSU’s coverage area
where the intelligent vehicle is located, we propose a
new coverage-aware LSTM prediction model in which
the future location of intelligent vehicles in the RSU’s
coverage area and the RSU’s future demands can be
predicted based on the intelligent vehicles’ historical
trajectories. Numerous results demonstrate the model’s
effectiveness in accurately estimating the future trajecto-
ries of intelligent vehicles, as indicated by a test Mean
Squared Error (MSE) of 6.3 ∗ 10−5.

• We propose a new MAPPO-based scheme with hybrid
action spaces that can adapt to the inconsistent deploy-
ment of RSUs and the resource-intensive avatar task.
Numerous results show that our proposed scheme has
better performance than the baseline schemes and can
effectively reduce system latency by around 25% without
prediction and 30% with prediction.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses the related work. Section III presents the
system model. Section IV shows the problem formulation.
Section V describes the LSTM-based trajectory prediction for
avatar task pre-migration decisions. Section VI describes the
proposed multi-agent deep reinforcement learning scheme for
pre-migration decisions. Section VII demonstrates numerical
results and the conclusion is presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Vehicular Metaverses
The concept of Metaverses, initially introduced in the sci-

ence fiction novel Snow Crash as a parallel virtual space to the
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physical world, has captured public imagination and gained
renewed attention following the success of the popular film
Ready Player One [5]. These immersive experiences heavily
rely on real-time rendering technologies like extended reality
and spatial-sounding rendering, which serve as primary inter-
action interfaces but pose significant computational demands.

The rapid development of Metaverses has led to a surge
of immersive applications, for example, online games, online
virtual meetings, virtual shopping, and virtual travel [21].
The authors in [22] examined the challenges in Metaverse
applications and explored the convergence of edge intelli-
gence and Metaverse. In addition, the authors in [23] ex-
plored the application of mobile edge networks in Metaverses
and discussed the challenges of implementing Metaverses on
resource-constrained edge devices. In [5], the authors intro-
duced the concept of vehicular Metaverses and proposed a
framework that combined vehicular networks with edge and
cloud computing to enable seamless and immersive intelligent
vehicle services, such as AR navigation and 3D entertainment
games. However, these works did not address the challenges
of heterogeneous deployment of RSUs to achieve continuity
of services in AeVeM.

B. Service Migration

Traditional migration of vehicle applications and services
running on virtual machines, where virtual machines are
transferred from one physical hardware unit to another to
improve the quality of service or balance server workload, has
already been studied in detail [24]. For example, the authors
in [25] proposed a dynamic VM migration scheduling scheme
that reduced system latency by minimizing unnecessary VM
migrations. With the rapid evolution of service migration,
several studies have introduced the concept of digital twin mi-
gration. The authors in [26] proposed a digital twin migration
framework for edge networks that used Deep Reinforcement
Learning to reduce the latency of digital twin migration.
The authors in [27] proposed an algorithm to implement
avatar migration in cloudlet networks to reduce the end-to-
end latency between UEs and their computational resources.
However, these works did not consider avatar migration in
AeVeM and the impact of intelligent vehicle mobility and RSU
workload on avatar migration.

C. Trajectory Prediction

Accurate prediction of vehicle trajectories can improve
traffic control and driving safety. The authors in [28] pre-
sented a motion model-based vehicle trajectory prediction
model to ensure the driving safety of autonomous vehicles.
Inspired by the success of recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
in predicting sequential data, the authors in [29] applied
RNNs to vehicle trajectory prediction to predict the move-
ment patterns of vehicles in cities, achieving higher accuracy
than conventional trajectory prediction methods. Moreover,
in [30], the authors employed a more advanced Long-Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) model to predict vehicle trajectories to
improve service quality. Unlike previous research, our study
focuses on improving the quality of avatar services in vehicular
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Fig. 1: The migration of avatar tasks with hybrid action
spaces and region-aware trajectory prediction in AeVeM.

Metaverse contexts by incorporating intelligent prediction of
vehicle trajectories. To achieve this, we introduce a region-
specific LSTM-based approach to vehicle trajectory prediction
that incorporates spatial information, an aspect that has not
been thoroughly explored in existing LSTM-based methods.
This comprehensive framework not only enables more accurate
trajectory predictions but also contributes to an improved user
experience in vehicle Metaverses.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the avatar migration system of
intelligent vehicles in AeVeMs. First, we present the network
model, the migration model, and the computing model. Then,
we introduce the total latency of avatar task migration in
these models, respectively. In AeVeM, the system consists of
multiple RSUs and multiple intelligent vehicles, where the set
of RSUs is denoted as M = {1, . . . ,m, . . . ,M} and the set
of intelligent vehicles is denoted as V = {1, . . . , v, . . . , V }.
As shown in Fig. 1, the density of RSUs in different areas is
non-uniform. For example, in urban areas, RSUs are densely
deployed in high-traffic regions, while in remote areas, RSUs
are sparsely deployed along highways. In AeVeM, RSU m
possesses GPU computing resources Cm, uplink bandwidth
Bup

m , and downlink bandwidth Bd
m for processing compu-

tation tasks, receiving avatar task inputs, and transmitting
results of avatar task, respectively. The maximum workload
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TABLE I: Key symbols used in this paper
Notation Description
Bm,mp The physical link bandwidth between source RSU m and

destination RSU mp

Bm,c The upload bandwidth of between RSU m and cloud
servers c

Cm The GPU computing resources of RSU m
Ccloud The GPU computing resources of cloud servers c
Dt

m,v The distance between intelligent vehicle v and RSU m
ev The number of GPU cycles required per unit data of

vehicle v
Krd

v (t) The decisions of whether pre-migrating avatar task of
intelligent vehicle v in remote areas

Kud
v (t) The decisions of pre-migrating avatar task of intelligent

vehicle v to which RSU in urban areas
Kp

v (t) The portion of pre-migrated avatar task of intelligent
vehicle v

Lm(t) The current workload of RSU m
Lmax
m The maximum workload of RSU m

M,M The set of RSUs and the number of RSUs
Rup

m,v(t) The uplink rate between intelligent vehicle v and RSU
m

Rd
m,v(t) The downlink rate between intelligent vehicle v and RSU

m
Rc

v(t) The downlink rate between intelligent vehicle v and
cloud servers c

staskv (t) The size of avatar task of intelligent vehicle v

smig
v (t) The size of pre-migrated avatar task of intelligent vehicle

v
scv(t) The size of avatar task of intelligent vehicle v processed

at the cloud servers c
t Time slot

T , T The set of time slots and the max time slot
Tup
m,v(t) The latency experienced by offloading an avatar task

input of intelligent vehicle v to RSU m
T d
v (t) The latency experienced by receiving avatar task results

of intelligent vehicle v

Tmig
v (t) The latency generated by pre-migrating avatar task of

intelligent vehicle v between RSUs
T dur
m,v (t) The duration time of intelligent vehicle v in the coverage

region of RSU m
T pro
m,v(t) The processing latency from receiving avatar task of

intelligent vehicle v to complete at RSU m
T pro
mp,v(t) The processing latency from receiving avatar task of

intelligent vehicle v to complete at destination RSU mp

T c
m,v(t) The processing latency from uploading task of intelligent

vehicle v to complete at cloud servers c
T sum
v (t) Total latency of avatar services of intelligent vehicle v
V , V The set of intelligent vehicles and the number of intelli-

gent vehicles

capacity of RSU m is denoted as Lmax
m . In the system, we

divide time into discrete time slots T = {1, . . . , t, . . . , T}.
Therefore, intelligent vehicles can transmit avatar task input
(e.g., information required for AR navigation) to RSUs at time
slot t for remote execution. Alternatively, intelligent vehicles
can proactively transfer a portion of avatar tasks to available
RSUs to process in advance. To improve the rationality of
pre-migration decisions, the system can also predict the future
workload of RSUs based on the trajectories of intelligent
vehicles, which in turn predicts the future locations of regions
covered by RSUs.

A. Network Model

We first calculate the communication latency caused by
avatar tasks via wireless transmission between intelligent
vehicles and RSUs. During the wireless transmission, the
position of RSU m is considered to be fixed, which can

be denoted as Pm = (xm, ym). The position of intelligent
vehicle v varies with time, denoted as P t

v = (xt
v, y

t
v) at time

slot t. Therefore, the Euclidean distance between RSU m
and intelligent vehicle v at time slot t can be expressed as
Dt

m,v =
√
|xm − xt

v|2 + |ym − ytv|2, where | · | represents the
Euclidean distance operator [31].

In wireless communication, the latency generated by an
intelligent vehicle v offloading an avatar task input to RSU
m at time slot t depends on the uplink rate. We consider the
uplink rate [32]

Rup
m,v(t) = Bup

m log2(1 +
pvh

t
m,v

σ2
m

), (1)

where σm is the additive Gaussian white noise at RSU m, pv
denotes the transmit power of intelligent vehicle v, and ht

m,v

represents the wireless uplink channel and downlink channel
between intelligent vehicle v and RSU m at time slot t. In this
paper, we consider the Rayleigh fading channel, which can
be calculated as ht

m,v = A( l
4πfDt

m,v
)2, where A denotes the

channel gain coefficient, l is the speed of light, f denotes the
carrier frequency, and Dt

m,v is the Euclidean distance between
intelligent vehicle v and RSU m at time slot t. Before users can
enjoy immersive avatar services, intelligent vehicle v needs to
offload an avatar task input of size srv(t) to the RSU that is
currently providing the service based on the user’s demands.
Therefore, the transmission latency experienced by offloading
an avatar task input of intelligent vehicle v at time slot t can
be calculated as Tup

m,v(t) =
srv(t)

Rup
m,v(t)

.
Unlike uploading an avatar task input to a specified RSU,

the intelligent vehicle may receive the results of the completed
avatar task from multiple RSUs or cloud servers. Specifically,
when an avatar task input arrives at the RSU, the RSU
generates an avatar task of size staskv (t) according to the
avatar task input. When the intelligent vehicle chooses to pre-
migrate a portion of the avatar task to the specified RSU
mp, a portion of the avatar task with size smig

v (t) can be
migrated to that RSU. Furthermore, when avatar tasks cannot
be completed within the deadline, the unfinished portion with
size scv(t) is transferred to cloud servers with more computing
resources for instant processing. After the cloud servers finish
the task processing, the results of the processed avatar tasks
are returned directly to the intelligent vehicle via the vehicular
network. Similar to the uplink rate, the downlink rate at which
intelligent vehicle v receives data back from RSUs or cloud
servers is defined as

Rd
m,v(t) = Bd

m log2(1 +
pvh

t
m,v

σ2
m

). (2)

Therefore, the transmission latency experienced by receiving
the avatar task results of intelligent vehicle v returned from
RSUs or cloud servers at time slot t is defined as

T d
v (t) =

staskv (t)− smig
v (t)

Rd
m,v(t)

+
smig
v (t)

Rd
mp,v(t)

+
scv(t)

Rc
v(t)

, (3)

where scv(t) is the size of the avatar task processed at cloud
servers and Rc

v(t) is the downlink transmission rate between
intelligent vehicles and cloud servers.
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Fig. 2: Process of avatar task migration.

B. Migration Model

In the avatar task migration model, the avatar needs to
be migrated to follow the vehicle when the location of the
intelligent vehicle changes. When an intelligent vehicle leaves
the region of the RSU that it currently serves, the avatar of that
vehicle is migrated to the next RSU to enable seamless avatar
services. Consequently, the RSUs to which the intelligent
vehicle forwards avatar service inputs also change. As shown
in Fig. 2, at time slot t, when an intelligent vehicle unloads
an avatar task input, the avatar task pre-migration decision
must be made simultaneously. Due to the dynamic workload
of RSUs, non-uniform deployment of RSUs, and resource-
intensive avatar tasks, we consider avatar task pre-migration
decisions with hybrid action spaces. Specifically, the avatar
task pre-migration decision K = {Krd

v (t)/Kud
v (t),Kp

v (t)} is
divided into two components, i.e., the selection of the RSU to
which to pre-migrate avatar tasks and the pre-migrated portion
of the avatar tasks.

As shown in Fig. 1, the use of RSUs varies in differ-
ent regions. In remote areas, RSUs are sparsely distributed
and the workload capacity of RSUs is limited. Therefore,
intelligent vehicles can often only decide whether to perform
pre-migration or not. In the meanwhile, in urban areas, the
number of RSUs is very high, so intelligent vehicles have
more opportunities to pre-migrate avatar tasks to the RSU in
that area. Therefore, we define the first part of the avatar task
pre-migration decision as a binary decision, i.e., Krd

v (t) ∈
{0, 1},∀v ∈ V (e.g., in remote areas) or as an integer decision,
i.e., Kud

v (t) ∈ {1, . . . , n},∀v ∈ V (e.g., in urban areas), where
n is the number of RSUs that intelligent vehicle v can currently
select for the avatar pre-migration task.

The workloads of the different RSUs are different and the
workloads of the RSUs are variable in time. Therefore, the
unused resources of the RSU must be fully utilized to reduce
the latency of the avatar services. It is not enough to just
make decisions before migration but to optimize the dynamic
portions of the avatar tasks before migration according to the
dynamic nature of the RSU resources. Specifically, we define
the second part of the migration decision for avatar tasks as
Kp

v (t) ∈ [0, 1],∀v ∈ V . Therefore, at time slot t for intelligent
vehicle v, the pre-migration avatar task size can be calculated

as smig
v (t) = Kp

v (t)s
task
v (t).

As shown in Fig. 2, when the intelligent vehicle makes
the decision to pre-migrate the avatar task, the avatar task
is pre-migrated from the current RSU to the specified RSU
via the physical link between RSUs. The bandwidth of the
physical link between source RSU m and destination RSU
mp is defined as Bm,mp

. Therefore, the latency caused by
pre-migrating avatar tasks between RSUs can be calculated as
Tmig
v (t) =

smig
v (t)
Bm,mp

.

C. Computation Model

The migration model describes how avatar tasks are mi-
grated between RSUs based on the location of the intel-
ligent vehicle. In this section, we describe the avatar task
computation model, which includes avatar task processing
in both RSUs and cloud servers. As shown in Fig. 2, the
avatar tasks that have not been pre-migrated are processed
after the intelligent vehicles make the avatar pre-migration
decision, after the other avatar tasks have been processed in the
current RSU. Therefore, at time slot t, the processing latency
experienced by the avatar task of intelligent vehicle v at the
current RSU m from waiting to be processed to the completion
of the processing can be calculated as

T pro
m,v(t) =

Lm(t) + [1−Kp
v (t)]s

task
v (t)ev

Cm
, (4)

where Lm(t) denotes the current workload of RSU m, ev
represents the number of GPU cycles required per unit data
of vehicle v and Cm signifies the GPU computing resources
of RSU m [33].

Similarly, after the avatar task starts its pre-migration,
the processing latency experienced by intelligent vehicle v
on RSU mp from the pre-migration of avatar tasks to the
completion of processing at time slot t can be calculated as

T pro
mp,v(t) = Tmig

v (t) +
Lmp

(t) + smig
v (t)ev

Cmp

. (5)

The time that intelligent vehicle v is within the sensing
range of RSU m is defined as T dur

m,v (t). If the avatar task cannot
be uploaded and processed within T dur

m,v (t), the remaining task
of intelligent vehicle v at RSU m is uploaded to the cloud
server for processing. Therefore, the size of the remaining task,
i.e., the avatar task that will be computed at the cloud server,
can be calculated as

scv(t) =


0, if Tup

m,v(t) + T pro
m,v(t) ≤ T dur

m,v (t),

Lm(t) + [1−Kp
v (t)]s

task
v (t)ev − CmT dur

m,v (t)

ev
,

otherwise.
(6)

The remaining tasks can be uploaded to cloud servers and
computed through the physical link between the RSU and
cloud servers, which introduces additional cloud processing
latency, is calculated as

T c
m,v(t) =

scv(t)

Bm,c
+

scv(t)ev
Ccloud

, (7)
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where Bm,c is the upload bandwidth of the physical link
between RSU m and cloud servers c, and Ccloud is the GPU
computing resources of the cloud servers.

D. Total Latency of Avatar Tasks

Overall, for AeVeM, when avatar services are provided, e.g.,
AR navigation, the intelligent vehicle offloads an avatar task
input to the RSU via wireless communication. The uplink
latency Tup

m,v(t) is generated during the transmission of the
input data. Once the avatar task input is uploaded, the RSU
starts waiting for the avatar task to be processed in the current
RSU, which causes a processing latency T pro

m,v(t) in the current
RSU. At the same time, based on the intelligent vehicle’s pre-
migration decision, the RSU migrates a certain size of the
avatar task to a certain RSU, resulting in a migration latency
Tmig
v (t). After the pre-migration of the avatar task is complete,

a processing latency T pro
mp,v(t) arises in the pre-migration RSU

due to waiting for processing to complete.
Since the process of waiting for avatar task processing and

pre-migration of avatar tasks are performed simultaneously, the
latency generated by this process can be calculated as follows

T pro
v (t) = max{T pro

m,v(t), T
pro
mp,v(t)}. (8)

However, for the remaining tasks that cannot be processed
before the intelligent vehicle leaves the region of the RSU,
there is a cloud processing latency T c

m,v(t) due to processing
in the cloud server. When the intelligent vehicle receives the
result returned from the avatar tasks after the processing is
complete, there is a downlink latency T d

v (t) of the RSUs and
cloud servers. Therefore, the total latency of the avatar service
T sum
v (t) can be calculated as

T sum
v (t) = Tup

m,v(t) + T pro
v (t) + T c

m,v(t) + T d
v (t). (9)

To minimize the average latency of avatar services, we formu-
late an optimization problem in the following section.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The objective of this system is to minimize the average
latency of avatar services for all intelligent vehicles within a
given finite time horizon T , under the constraint of maximum
RSU utilization, by finding the optimal pre-migration decision
policy defined as follows:

min
K

T∑
t=1

V∑
v=1

T sum
v (t) (10a)

s.t. Lm(t) ≤ Lmax
m , ∀m ∈M, (10b)

Lmig
m (t) ≤ Lmax

mp
, ∀mp ∈M, (10c)

Krd
v (t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V, (10d)

Kud
v (t) ∈ {1, . . . ,m, . . . , n}, ∀v ∈ V, (10e)

Kp
v (t) ∈ [0, 1], ∀v ∈ V, (10f)

t ∈ 1, . . . , T . (10g)

Constraints (10b) and (10c) ensure that the workload of an
RSU does not exceed its maximum capacity at any time.
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Fig. 3: The structure of coverage-aware LSTM-based
trajectory prediction.

Constraints (10d) and (10e) guarantee that each avatar task
of the vehicle can be assigned by one and only one RSU.
Constraint (10f) guarantees that the pre-migrating portion of
the avatar task is less than the size of the avatar task. Constraint
(10g) states that the optimization problem takes place within
a finite time. However, since the optimization problem in (11)
is NP-hard, conventional algorithms have difficulty finding a
feasible solution within an acceptable time. We present an NP-
hard proof of this problem as follows.

Theorem 1. The avatar migration problem in Eq. (10a) is
NP-hard.

Proof. To demonstrate that this problem is NP-hard, we first
introduce the binary knapsack problem as [34]:

max

n∑
i=1

ωixi

s.t.
∑n

i=1 vixi ≤W,xi ∈ {0, 1}.
(11)

In this problem, n denotes the number of objects, W denotes
the capacity of the knapsack, while ωi and vi represent the
weight and volume of the i-th item correspondingly. The
optimization variable in this problem is xi, which is a binary
decision variable indicating whether the i-th item is placed in
the knapsack or not. The optimization objective, which is a
linear function, is to maximize the total weight of the items in
the knapsack. By mapping the variables in the binary knapsack
problem to vi,xi, and C in our proposed avatar services latency
optimization problem (10a), we obtain that the single slot
optimization of avatar task migration is equivalent to the binary
knapsack problem. Thus, the long-term latency minimization
problem of avatar services is also NP-hard.

V. LSTM-BASED TRAJECTORY PREDICTION FOR AVATAR
TASK PRE-MIGRATION DECISIONS

In this section, we first introduce the LSTM model and de-
scribe how we apply the LSTM to trajectory prediction. Then,
we present our proposed LSTM-based trajectory prediction
model to determine the expected workload of RSUs.
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A. Long Short-Term Memory Networks

LSTM is a variant of RNNs that effectively addresses the
gradient explosion and vanishing gradient problems of RNNs
and offers significant advantages in predicting long-term data
series. LSTM uses a unique gate structure to selectively
transfer and forget information. As shown in Fig. 3, each
LSTM block consists of three gate structures, namely the
forgetting gate ft, the input gate it, and the output gate ot.
Similar to [35], the three gate structures are defined as follows:

ft = σa (Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf ) , (12)
it = σa (Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) , (13)

C̃t = tanh (WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC) , (14)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t, (15)
ot = σa (Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) , (16)
ht = ot ∗ tanh (Ct) , (17)

where σa denotes the activation function, Wf ,Wi,WC , and
Wo represent the weight matrices of the input vector xt at
time step t, ht−1 is the state of the hidden layer at time step
t − 1 and ht is the state of the hidden layer at time step t.
Additionally, bf , bi, bC , and bo denote the bias vectors of the
input vector xt at time step t, ∗ represents element-wise matrix
multiplication, and Ct represents the cell state.

The trajectory of a vehicle refers to a sequence of recorded
positions over a period of time. A historical trajectory de-
scribes the vehicle’s past positions, while a future trajectory
indicates its prospective positions [36].

To predict the future trajectories of intelligent vehicles, as
shown in Fig. 3, we construct a five-layer LSTM model for
trajectory prediction. In particular, the first layer captures the
high-level features in the historical trajectory of the intelligent
vehicle. The second layer is a dropout layer, which is used
to prevent overfitting of the LSTM and improve its generaliz-
ability. The third layer further processes the features extracted
from the previous layer to extract higher-level features that can
capture more complex relationships of the intelligent vehicle’s
historical trajectory. Finally, the fourth and fifth layers are
the fully connected layer and the ReLU layer, respectively,
to output the future trajectory of the intelligent vehicle.

B. Coverage-aware LSTM-based Trajectory Prediction for
Pre-migration Decision

In AeVeM, the high mobility of intelligent vehicles is a
significant factor that contributes to the dynamic workload
of RSUs. Therefore, it is important to capture the movement
patterns of intelligent vehicles to calculate the potential future
workload of RSUs.

We first apply the trajectory prediction model mentioned
earlier to predict the future trajectories of intelligent vehicles.
As described in Algorithm 1, we first obtain the set of
intelligent vehicles in the environment. Next, we obtain the
historical trajectories of the intelligent vehicles τpastv (t) as well
as the future trajectories τfutv (t). During the training process,
in each epoch, the intelligent vehicles’ historical trajectories
are fed into the trajectory prediction model, and the predicted
trajectories are obtained. Subsequently, the future trajectories

Algorithm 1 Coverage-aware LSTM-based Trajectory Predic-
tion.

Input: The set of RSUs {1, . . . ,m, . . . ,M} and the set of
intelligent vehicles {1, . . . , v, . . . , V } in the environment.
Initialization: Trajectory prediction model Jv .
Obtain location of RSU Pm, current location of intelligent
vehicle Pv(t), historical trajectories τpastv (t), and future
trajectories τfutv (t).
Training Process
for e = 0, 1, . . . , E − 1 do

Input historical trajectories τpastv (t) to trajectory predic-
tion model Jv , then obtain predicted trajectories τprev (t);
Calculate the MSE loss Ltrain

v = (τprev (t) − τfutv (t))2

for each intelligent vehicle’s trajectory;
Update the trajectory prediction model Jv via back-
propagation based on Ltrain

v ;
end for
Evaluating Process
Input the historical trajectories τpastv (t′) into the trained
trajectory prediction model Jv , then obtain predicted tra-
jectories τprev (t′);
Calculate the MSE loss Ltest

v = (τprev (t′) − τfutv (t′))2 for
each intelligent vehicle’s trajectory;
for m = 1, . . . ,M do

Input predicted trajectories τprev (t′) into RSU m region
selector to obtain the predicted traffic volume zt

′

m in the
RSU m service region;
Calculate the predicted workload of RSU m: Lpre

m (t′) =
Lm(t′ − 1) + ζzt

′

m;
end for
Output: Model Jv , MSE loss Ltest

v of model Jv and
predicted workload of RSU m.

and predicted trajectories of each intelligent vehicle are used
to evaluate the loss of the model. We use the Mean Square
Error (MSE) to evaluate the loss of the model, which can be
calculated as Ltrain

v = (τprev (t) − τfutv (t))2. After that, the
trajectory prediction models are updated based on Ltrain

v via
back-propagation.

After the training of prediction model, in the evaluation pro-
cess, the intelligent vehicles’ historical trajectories τpastv (t′)
are fed into the trained trajectory prediction model and the
predicted trajectories τprev (t′) can be obtained. Similarly, the
MSE is used to evaluate the performance of the trained model
and apply in back-propagation of the training model, which
can be calculated as Ltest

v = (τprev (t′)− τfutv (t′))2.

Based on the identified future trajectories of intelligent
vehicles, we propose a method to predict the future work-
load of RSUs. Specifically, we first obtain the set of RSUs
{1, . . . ,m, . . . ,M} in the environment and the location Pm

corresponding to each RSU. Next, as shown in Fig. 3, the
predicted traffic data is transferred to the region selector of
each RSU to obtain the predicted traffic zt

′

m in the RSU m
service region. Finally, the predicted traffic volume zt

′

m is fed
into the RSU workload predictor, and the predicted workload
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Fig. 4: Architecture of the Hybrid-MAPPO algorithm for avatar tasks pre-migration.

of the RSU m at time slot t′ can be calculated as

Lpre
m (t′) = Lm(t′ − 1) + ζzt

′

m, (18)

where ζ is a coefficient that converts the predicted traffic
volume to the predicted workload of the RSU.

The computation complexity of the proposed model eval-
uation process depends mainly on the complexity of the
LSTM layer and the fully connected layer. Specifically, the
computation complexity of the LSTM layer is O(nd2), where
n is the length of the input sequence and d is the number of
neurons. The computation complexity of the fully-connected
layer is O(n′d), where n′ is the length of the output sequence.
Therefore, the total computation complexity is O(jnd2+n′d),
where j is the number of LSTM layers [37].

VI. MULTI-AGENT DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
SCHEME FOR PRE-MIGRATION DECISIONS

A. POMDP for Avatar Task Pre-migration

In AeVeM, the key factors affecting the pre-migration deci-
sion of intelligent vehicle v at time slot t include the mobility
of the intelligent vehicle, the dense of RSUs, the workload of
RSUs, the avatar tasks inputs from other intelligent vehicles,
and pre-migration decisions of intelligent vehicles. Ideally,
when intelligent vehicle v has complete information related to
the decision process, it can make the optimal pre-migration
decision for the avatar task. However, it is impractical for
intelligent vehicles to obtain the future workload of RSUs
before making pre-migration decisions for avatar tasks. At
each time slot, the workload of RSUs is affected by the avatar
tasks of other intelligent vehicles. To enable intelligent vehi-
cles to make optimal decisions based on partially observable
information when they cannot accurately observe the state
of their environment, we transform the avatar task migration
problem into a POMDP, which is defined as follows.

• Observation: In AeVeM, intelligent vehicles are able to
observe real-time information about RSUs and intelligent
vehicles in the avatar task migration environment. The
ensemble of observations for all intelligent vehicles in
the environment is defined as O, which can be expressed
as O = {o1, . . . , ov, . . . , oV }. For intelligent vehicle v,
its observation at time slot t is defined as

otv = [P t
v , L

pre
m (t), Lpre

mp
(t), T total(t)], (19)

where P t
v represents the current position of the intelligent

vehicle, Lpre
m (t) is the predicted workload of RSU m at

time slot t, Lpre
mp

(t) is the expected workload of RSU mp

at time slot t, and T sum
v (t) is the total avatar services

latency of intelligent vehicle v at time slot t. The expected
workload of RSUs can be obtained from the analysis of
future trajectories of intelligent vehicles according to the
proposed LSTM-based trajectory prediction model.

• Action: At each time slot, intelligent vehicle v can
simultaneously perform actions with two action spaces,
i.e., Krd

v (t) or Kud
v (t) with discrete action space and

Kp
v (t) with continuous action space. To simplify the rep-

resentation, the aggregated actions of intelligent vehicle
v at time slot t can be expressed as

atv = {adv(t), acv(t)}, (20)

where adv(t) denotes the discrete decision as Krd
v (t) in

remote areas, Kud
v (t) in urban areas while acv(t) denotes

the continuous decision Kp
v (t). Furthermore, we define

the joint action of all intelligent vehicles at time slot t as
a.

• Reward: At each time slot, each intelligent vehicle gets
an observation otv and performs action atv in the envi-
ronment according to the migration policy. The reward
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returned by the environment during the interaction is
defined as

rtv(o
t
v, a

t
v) = −T sum

v (t), (21)

where T sum
v (t) is the total avatar service latency of

intelligent vehicle v at time slot t.

Algorithm 2 Hybrid-MAPPO Algorithm for Avatar Task
Pre-migration

1: Initialize discrete actor πθd
v
, πold

θd
v

, discrete critic Qωd
v
,

Qω̄d
v
, continuous actor πθc

v
, πold

θc
v

, continuous critic
Qωc

v
, Qωc

v
;

2: Initialize environment Env, Initialize replay buffer
D;

3: for Episode 1, 2, . . . , E do
4: for Time slot t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
5: Add predicted workload into the observation of

each agent v;
6: Each agent v gets atv = {adv(t), acv(t)} according

to otv by discrete actor πold
θd
v

and continuous actor
πold
θc
v

respectively;
7: Get next state ot+1 and reward rt;
8: end for
9: Each agent v gets a trajectory τv =

{otv, atv, rtv}Tt=1;
10: Compute {Q̂d

v[o
t, ad(t)]}

T

t=1 according to eq.(30);

11: Compute {Q̂c
v[o

t, ac(t)]}
T

t=1 according to eq.(31);

12: Compute {Ad
v[o

t, ad(t)]}Tt=1 according to eq.(28);

13: Compute {Ac
v[o

t, ac(t)]}Tt=1 according to eq.(29);

14: Store {o, ad, {Q̂d(o, ad)}, {Ad(o, ad)}, r} and
{o, ac, {Q̂c(o, ac)}, {Ac(o, ac)}, r} into replay
buffer D;

15: for epoch k=1,2,...,K do
16: Shuffle the data in the buffer D
17: for j=0,1,2,...,TG -1 do
18: Sample G mini-batch of data from buffer D
19: for v=1,2,...,V do
20: ∆θdv = 1

G

∑G
i=1{∇θd

v
F (βi

θd
v
, Ad

v[oi, ai])}
21: ∆θcv = 1

G

∑G
i=1{∇θc

v
F (βi

θc
v
, Ac

v[oi, ai])}
22: ∆ωd

v = 1
G

∑G
i=1{∇ωd

v
[Q̂v(oi, ai) −

Qωd
v
(oi, ai)]

2}
23: ∆ωc

v = 1
G

∑G
i=1{∇ωc

v
[Q̂v(oi, ai) −

Qωc
v
(oi, ai)]

2}
24: end for
25: Update θdv , θcv using ∆θdv , ∆θcv;
26: Update ωd

v , ωc
v using ∆ωd

v , ∆ωc
v;

27: end for
28: end for
29: Update θ

d(old)
v ←− θdv , θc(old)v ←− θcv;

30: Update ωd
v ←− ωd

v , ωc
v ←− ωc

v .
31: end for

B. Hybrid-MAPPO Algorithm Design

Based on the collaboration of multiple learning agents,
the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm can be
extended to the MAPPO algorithm. Unlike the decentralized
training and decentralized execution framework used by the
independent PPO algorithm, the MAPPO algorithm employs
centralized training and decentralized execution. Specifically,
each agent in MAPPO has an independent policy network and
shares the common value network. This scheme allows all
agents to share the global valuation. This improves collab-
oration between agents and enables better performance in a
multi-agent collaborative environment.

Since the action space of the proposed problem contains
both discrete and continuous actions, the vanilla MAPPO
algorithm cannot be applied [38]. In this paper, we extend
the MAPPO algorithm to a MADRL algorithm that can
perform both discrete and continuous actions simultaneously,
i.e., Hybrid-MAPPO. Specifically, we design two sets of
strategies, namely, discrete and continuous strategies. For each
learning agent v, its discrete action strategy and continuous
action policy are defined as πθd

v
[adv(t)|otv] and πθc

v
[acv(t)|otv],

respectively.
The discrete and continuous strategies can be updated

separately. To avoid instabilities caused by excessive differ-
ences in policy network updates, the discrete and continuous
strategies minimize their respective clipping surrogate targets
to constrain policy updates, which can be defined as

Lclip(θdv) = E{F (βi
θd
v
, Ad

v[oi, ai])}, (22)

Lclip(θcv) = E{F (βi
θc
v
, Ac

v[oi, ai])}, (23)

F (βi
θd
v
, Ad

v[oi, ai]) = min[βt
θd
v
Ad

v, fclip[β
t
θd
v
, ϵ]Ad

v], (24)

F (βi
θc
v
, Ac

v[oi, ai]) = min[βt
θc
v
Ac

v, fclip[β
t
θc
v
, ϵ]Ac

v], (25)

where fclip[β
t
θd
v
, ϵ]Ad

v] and fclip[β
t
θc
v
, ϵ]Ac

v] are the clip func-
tions, ϵ ∈ [0, 1] is the clipping parameter, βt

θd
v

and βt
θc
v

denote
the ratio between the new policies and the old policies, which
are defined as

βt
θd
v
=

πθd
v
[adv(t)|otv]

πold
θd
v
[adv(t)|otv]

, (26)

βt
θc
v
=

πθc
v
[acv(t)|otv]

πold
θc
v
[acv(t)|otv]

, (27)

where πold
θd
v
[adv(t)|otv] and πold

θc
v
[acv(t)|otv] are the old policies.

The joint advantage function Ad
v[o

t, ad(t)] and Ac
v[o

t, ac(t)]
are used to measure the advantage of action ad(t) and ac(t)
over the average action in state ot [39], which can be calcu-
lated as

Ad
v[o

t, ad(t)] = Q̂d
v[o

t, ad(t)]− b[ot, ad−v(t)], (28)

Ac
v[o

t, ac(t)] = Q̂c
v[o

t, ac(t)]− b[ot, ac−v(t)], (29)

where Q̂v[o
t, ad(t)] and Q̂v[o

t, ac(t)] are the estimates of the
action-value function, which can be calculated as

Q̂d
v[o

t, ad(t)] = Qω̄d
v
[ot, ad(t)]

+ δt + (γλ)δt+1 + · · ·+ (γλ)T δT ,
(30)
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Q̂vc[ot, ac(t)] = Qω̄vc[ot, ac(t)]

+ δt+ (γλ)δt+1 + · · ·+ (γλ)T δT ,
(31)

where Qω̄d
v
[ot, ad(t)] and Qω̄c

v
[ot, ac(t)] are the centralized

critics, δt is the TD error, γ is the discount factor, and λ
is the decay factor in TD error. b[ot, ad−v(t)] and b[ot, ac−v(t)]
are counterfactual baselines, where ad−v(t) and ac−v(t) are the
joint action of agents other than agent v.

Algorithm 2 lists the pseudo-code of the proposed Hybrid-
MAPPO algorithm. First, we initialize discrete actor πθd

v
,

πold
θd
v

, discrete critic Qωd
v
, Qω̄d

v
, continuous actor πθc

v
, πold

θc
v

and
continuous critic Qωc

v
, Qωc

v
. Next, we initialize the avatar task

pre-migration environment Env and replay buffer D.
As shown in Fig. 4, during the training process, each

agent’s discrete actor and continuous actor output discrete
action adv(t) and continuous action acv(t) simultaneously
based on their observations otv , respectively. Then, agents
receive the next state ot+1 and reward rt returned by the
environment. After that, each agent v can get the trajectory
τu and calculate {Q̂d

v[o
t, ad(t)]}

T

t=1, {Q̂c
v[o

t, ac(t)]}
T

t=1,
{Ad

v[o
t, ad(t)]}Tt=1 and {Ac

v[o
t, ac(t)]}Tt=1 respectively.

The experiences {o, ad, {Q̂d(o, ad)}, {Ad(o, ad)}, r} and
{o, ac, {Q̂c(o, ac)}, {Ac(o, a)}, r} are stored in the replay
buffer D after the transition of environment is done. In each
training epoch k, the order of the data can be disrupted
to break the correlation between samples, thus improving
stability. Then, θdv , θcv , ωd

v and ωc
v are updated using gradient

∆θdv , ∆θcv , ∆ωd
v and ∆ωc

v with G mini-batch of data sampled
from the replay buffer, respectively. After K training epochs,
θ
d(old)
v , θc(old)v , ω̄d

v and ω̄c
v of each agent are updated to the

new θdv , θcv , ωd
v and ωc

v .
Combined with the prediction model, the total computation

complexity of the Hybrid-MAPPO algorithm with predicted
workload can be calculated as O[ETP (jnd2 + n′d)V (S′ +
K
D )], where S′ represents the input size of actor-network for
all agents, P represents the kind of different actions for all
agents [40].

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we first present the parameter settings for
the experiments with the avatar task scenario before migration.
Then, we present the experimental results of our proposed
coverage-aware LSTM trajectory prediction. Next, we perform
the convergence analysis of our proposed Hybrid-MAPPO
algorithm and compare it with other baseline algorithms.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the Hybrid-MAPPO
algorithm and other baseline algorithms in different scenarios.

A. Parameter Settings

Initially, we present the parameter settings for the avatar
task pre-migration scenario experiments. An urban scenario
with 10 intelligent vehicles and 6 RSUs is being examined
evenly distributed on both sides of the road. Each RSU has
a wireless bandwidth between 200 MHz and 600 MHz, a
migration bandwidth between 500 Mbps and 900 Mbps, and

- 22.5312

- 22.5323

- 22.5316

- 22.5320

114.0520 114.0681114.0439 114.0600

- - - -

Fig. 5: The comparison of real trajectories and predicted
trajectories.

TABLE II: Testing results of trajectory prediction.

Metric Value Metric Value
Test MSE 6.3 ∗ 10−5 Test MAE 6.032 ∗ 10−3

Test r2 9.987 ∗ 10−1 Test MedAE 4.949 ∗ 10−3

GPU computing resources between 10 GHz and 30 GHz. The
cloud servers have a computing capability in the range of 50
GHz to 100 GHz, and the required GPU cycles per unit data
of the vehicle are set to 0.5 Gcycles/MB. For the intelligent
vehicles, the avatar task input size ranges from 12 MB to 20
MB, and the avatar task size ranges from 50 MB to 250 MB.
The channel gain of the intelligent vehicle is set at 4.11, and
the carrier frequency is set at 2.0 GHz.

In the coverage-aware LSTM Trajectory prediction, we set
the historical trajectory acquisition steps of the intelligent
vehicle to 12 and the future trajectory prediction steps to 1.
For the LSTM trajectory prediction model, we set the number
of cells in each LSTM layer to 256, and the dropout rate of
the dropout layer to 0.05. Additionally, we set the batch size
to 40 and the number of epochs to 500. We use Keras to build
the LSTM trajectory prediction model [41].

In the Hybrid-MAPPO algorithm, the learning rate is set to
1 ∗ 10−3 for optimization. The discount factor, denoted as γ,
is assigned a value of 0.95, while the clipping parameter ϵ is
set to 0.2. Additionally, the buffer size D is defined as 20000
to facilitate efficient training.

B. Coverage-aware LSTM Trajectory Prediction

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed trajectory
prediction model, the dataset in [42] is leveraged for trajectory
prediction and visualizes the output future trajectories, which
contains mobility traces of 664 vehicles in the Chinese city
of Shenzhen over one day. In the experiment, we observe 10
vehicles running in an urban area, whose latitude and longitude
are from 22.5312 to 23.5323 and from 114.0439 to 114.0681,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, the blue trajectories represent
the real trajectories of the intelligent vehicles, while the
orange trajectories represent the predicted trajectories of the
intelligent vehicles using LSTM trajectory prediction model.
This figure also presents the predicted trajectories that are
highly fitted to the real trajectories, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed trajectory prediction model.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
trajectory prediction model, four commonly-used metrics are
employed to evaluate the performance of the tested model [43],
[44]. First, the MSE is a metric to assess the average deviation
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between the predicted and true results of the model. Second,
the R2 score (r2) is a metric to assess how well the model
fits the data. The value of r2 ranges from 0 to 1, and the
closer it is to 1, the better the model fit. Third, the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) assesses the mean absolute deviation
between the predicted and true results of the model. Finally,
the Median Absolute Error (MedAE) evaluates the median
absolute deviation between the predicted and true results of
the model.

As shown in Table II, our test model is evaluated using
four performance metrics. First, the MSE of our test model is
0.000063, indicating that the average deviation between our
model’s predicted results and the true results is very small.
Second, the r2 of our test model was 0.998746, which is
very close to 1, indicating a strong fit between our model
and the data. Third, the MAE of our test model is 0.006032,
indicating a very small average absolute deviation between
our model’s predicted results and the true results. Finally, the
MedAE of our test model is 0.004949, further indicating the
small deviation between our model’s predicted results and
the true results. Collectively, these results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed trajectory prediction model.

C. Convergence Analysis

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed Hybrid-
MAPPO algorithm and to verify the impact of Coverage-aware
LSTM Trajectory Prediction on the algorithm’s performance,
we design several baselines for comparison, including Hybrid-
MAPPO w.o. Prediction, MAPPO-DDPG with Prediction,
MAPPO-DDPG w.o. Prediction, Greedy, Random, Full Pre-
migration (FPM), and No Pre-migration (NPM), where w.o.
Prediction denotes the scheme that the observation of agents
without RSU workload prediction. The Multi-Agent Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (MADDPG) algorithm is widely
adopted as a representative of multi-agent reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms that employ continuous actions. For fairness
during comparison, the MADDPG algorithm also adopts
a centralized training and distributed execution framework.
Therefore, we compare our algorithm with the MAPPO-
DDPG algorithm consisting of discrete-action MAPPO and
continuous-action MADDPG.

As shown in Fig. 6, our proposed scheme significantly
outperforms the baseline scheme. Specifically, our pro-
posed scheme outperforms Hybrid-MAPPO w.o. Prediction,
MAPPO-DDPG with Prediction, MAPPO-DDPG w.o. Pre-
diction, Greedy, Random, FPM, and NPM by 13%, 24%,
33%, 32%, 40%, 42%, and 48%, respectively. As illustrated
by the curves in the figure, the average reward obtained by
the scenarios with RSU workload prediction is about 11%
higher than that of the scheme without prediction. Addi-
tionally, the convergence speed of the scheme with RSU
workload prediction is also higher than that of the scheme
without it, which sufficiently demonstrates the effectiveness
of incorporating RSU workload prediction in improving the
performance of the algorithm. In Fig. 6, the performance of
the Greedy scheme is worse than that of the reinforcement
learning-based scheme. The reason is that each intelligent
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Fig. 6: Average episode reward versus number of
environment steps.
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Fig. 7: Average system latency versus different task sizes.

vehicle’s action has a negative impact on the environment
in the next time slot, while the Greedy scheme considers
only maximizing the current reward and ignores the long-term
reward. Besides, the FPM scheme and NPM scheme perform
worse than the random scheme, as always Pre-migrate all the
avatar tasks add unnecessary migration latency, while No Pre-
migrate avatar tasks tend to overload the RSUs, which leads
to higher processing latency.

D. Performance on Avatar Task Pre-migration

To demonstrate the robustness of our scheme under different
system settings, we used several different sets of environmen-
tal parameters to validate the proposed scheme.

First, we examine the impact of different avatar task sizes on
system latency and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme in reducing system latency across different scenarios.
Fig. 7 examines the impact of different avatar task sizes
on system latency under various scenarios. For avatar task
sizes of 50 MB, 100 MB, 150 MB, 200 MB, and 250 MB,
respectively, our proposed scheme achieves the lowest system
latency compared to the baseline schemes, which proves that
our scheme is effective in reducing system latency across
different scenarios. As observed from the curves in the figure,
the system latency increases as the avatar task size increases.
The reason is that a larger avatar task not only increases the
time required for RSUs to compute the task but also leads
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Fig. 8: Average system latency versus different task
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Fig. 9: Average system latency versus different task
migration bandwidth.

to an increase in the waiting time for other avatar tasks to be
processed. Furthermore, the schemes with workload prediction
perform better than the ones without workload prediction by
20%, highlighting the importance of predicting the future
workload of the RSU for making reasonable pre-migration
decisions.

Then, we discuss the effect of different wireless bandwidths
on system latency for various schemes and show that the
proposed scheme achieves the lowest system latency compared
to the baseline schemes for different wireless bandwidths.
Fig. 8 shows the effect of different wireless bandwidths on
system latency for various schemes. For wireless bandwidths
of 100 MHz, 200 MHz, 300 MHz, 400 MHz, and 500 MHz,
our proposed scheme achieves the lowest system latency
compared to the baseline schemes, demonstrating that our
scheme is effective in reducing system latency across various
scenarios. As seen from the curves in Fig. 8, the increase
in wireless bandwidth can effectively reduce system latency,
indicating the crucial role of optimized wireless bandwidth
in minimizing system latency. In addition, the schemes with
workload prediction outperform the schemes without workload
prediction by 22%.

The effect of various migration bandwidths on the system
latency for different schemes is presented in Fig. 9. With
bandwidths of 500 Mbps, 600 Mbps, 700 Mbps, 800 Mbps,
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Fig. 10: Average system latency versus different RSUs’
computing capabilities.
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Fig. 11: Average system latency versus different cloud
computing capabilities.

and 900 Mbps, respectively, our proposed scheme reduces up
to 49% of system latency compared to the baseline schemes,
which proves that our scheme can effectively reduce the
system latency across different scenarios. As can be observed
from the curves in the figure, increasing migration bandwidth
reduces system latency to some extent, but the impact is
relatively small since a good strategy does not blindly opt to
pre-migrate a large number of avatar tasks. Still, the scheme
with workload prediction outperforms the scheme without
workload prediction.

In the context of AeVeM, we show the impact of various
RSU GPU computing resources and cloud server GPU com-
puting resources on system latency for various schemes in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. With the RSU GPU computing resources
ranging from 10 GHz to 30 GHz and the cloud servers
GPU computing resources ranging from 50 GHz to 100 GHz,
respectively, our proposed scheme achieves the lowest system
latency compared to the baseline scheme, proving that our
scheme can effectively reduce the system latency across dif-
ferent scenarios. From the curves in the figure, we can observe
that the impact of RSU GPU computing resources on system
latency is greater than that of cloud servers’ GPU computing
resources. Moreover, the scheme with workload prediction still
performs better than the scheme without workload prediction
by 25% and 27%, respectively.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the avatar pre-migration
problem in AeVeM. To address the challenges posed by the
high mobility of intelligent vehicles, the dynamic workload of
RSU, and the inhomogeneity of RSU deployment, we have
formulated the problem as a POMDP and proposed a Hybrid-
MAPPO algorithm capable of performing both discrete actions
and continuous actions simultaneously. Furthermore, we have
introduced a Coverage-aware LSTM Trajectory Prediction
scheme for predicting the future load of RSUs and added it to
the observations of the Hybrid-MAPPO algorithm. Numerous
experimental results have demonstrated that our proposed
scheme significantly outperforms the baseline schemes and
can effectively reduce system latency. There still exist some
challenges to be addressed, such as security and privacy issues
of avatar data migration [45], and energy-efficient decisions
for migration [46]. In our future work, we consider using
blockchain or other advanced privacy-preserving artificial in-
telligence algorithms to achieve data security and privacy
protection during avatar migration in vehicular metaverses.
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